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Reformulation of the Theory of Pairing Correlations
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A variational approach to the ground state of a many-fermion system is developed with the trial function of
condensed pairs proposed by Blatt. The calculation of matrix elements is done by a diagrammatic method
which is much simpler than Blatt's. The method is susceptible of generalization to higher correlations. It is
also shown that the theory is identical with Hartree-Bogolyubov theory. The Hartree-Bogolyubov equations
are derived from the variational point of view.

1. INTRODUCTION of pairing is unknown at the start and left completely
arbitrary, to be determined by minimization of the
energy. The theory we want to reformulate is HB, not
BCS, because if we are trying to associate four particles
instead of two, even a conservation law does not help
much in fixing the four sets of quantum numbers.
They are still to a large extent arbitrary, as they are in
HB theory. Attempts to generalize BCS to o;-particle
correlations have been made and have failed.

Besides BCS and HB theory there exists a different
point of view on the theory of pairing correlations
which is that of Blatt and collaborators. ' It turns out
that the Blatt approach is precisely the reformulation
that we need in order to make the generalization to o.

particles. Therefore, the present work is partly devoted
to rederiving the results of Blatt in a way quite different
from his and which we feel is much simpler. We cer-
tainly do not wish to claim that the present paper
covers all aspects of the work of Blatt and collaborators.
In the work of Blatt and Matsubara, 4 in particular, the
emphasis is on statistical mechanics, evaluation of the
partition function with various assumptions concerning
correlations, etc. We do not touch this topic and
limit ourselves to the study of the ground state with
pairing correlations of the HB type.

Let us first recall the analogous reformulation of
BCS theory, 5 which is much simpler than the HB case.
Start from the BCS wave function

I 'HE motivation for the present work originates in
nuclear physics. The problem is to find a formu-

lation of the theory of pairing correlations which is
immediately generalizable to o.-particle correlations.
This could be useful in the theory of light nuclei, for
which neutron-proton correlations are just as important
as correlations between nucleons of the same kind. It
is only for heavy nuclei that one can restrict oneself to
correlations of the pairing type. There, the lack of
overlap between neutron and proton wave functions
near the Fermi surface decreases the strength of
neutron-proton correlations. As a consequence, recent
successes based on the BCS theory' are limited to
heavy nuclei.

The necessary reformulation has been found. The
generalization to n particles, and to many other types
of correlations, is straightforward in principle. However,
whereas pairing correlations lead to a formalism which

is fairly simple, the application to e-particle correlations
is beset by calculational difhculties which have not yet
been resolved. Since the new formulation of the theory
of pairing correlations is quite interesting in its own

right, it is made the only subject of the present paper.
The theory of pairing correlations, as it is usually

developed, possesses two distinct stages. First, there is
the BCS theory, ' in which the quantum numbers of
the two particles that are being paired are given
a Priori, which is possible because these quantum
numbers are precisely those that are conserved by the
interaction. The second stage is Hartree-Bogolyubov
theory' (to be abbreviated in the following as HB
theory). It does not use a conservation law; the manner

Q~(NA+uscstcst) Io).
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It is then easily seen that the projection of wave
function (2) on the subspace of 2.V particles or E
pairs is exactly

Therefore, instead of starting from wave function (1),
one may start with

(PL q ace'cI-') lo).

Bayman' has rederived the main results of BCS theory
with trial function (4). The two starting points are
equivalent when E is large, provided one sets

PI = &I/+a

But there is a slight difference in spirit. Namely, in
wave function (1) one mixes up numbers of particles
from the start, while in Bayman's approach the number
of particles is kept fixed as long as possible, and it is
only as the result of mathematical approximations that
things look at the end as though one had mixed numbers
of particles.

The treatment of the HB case, in which no simple
pairing is known a priori, is obtained by analogy with
the above. The trial function, Blatt's wave function,
is taken to be

where n, P, is an arbitrary representation and p s
is antisymmetric in its two indices. In other words,
Blatt takes an arbitrary pair wave function and con-
denses all particles into pairs in this same state. He
goes on to study the properties of the superconducting
ground state represented by this wave function. ' In
particular, he gives a very lucid discussion of gauge
invariance and of the Meissner effect. Unfortunately,
the mathematics which Blatt has to go through, and
which are published in a separate paper, ' are extremely
complicated. It also seems very difhcult to extend them
to O.-particle correlations. Both defects are remedied in
the present work. Whereas Blatt uses operator algebra,
we have used diagrammatic techniques, which are
quite well suited for the purpose.

The net result of our work is that 81.att's theory and
HB theory are identical. This should have been obvious
from the beginning for the following reasons. Bloch
and Messiah7 have proved a theorem saying that given
any antisymmetric two-body state q p, there exists a
change of representation of the one-body labels, i.e.,
a one-body unitary transformation, that puts the two-
body function in the specially simple form shown in
Fig. 1. In this new representation, the one-body states
are paired in such a way that p ~ exists only if n and P
are paired states. We may designate two paired states
by 0 and k. Then, in the new representation, wave

6 J. M. Blatt, J. Australian Math. Soc. j., 465 (1960).
7C. Bloch and A. Messiah, Nucl. Phys. 39, 95 (1962}.The

same theorem has also been proved by B.Zumino, J.Math. Phys.
3, 1055 i1962).
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FIG. 1. Canonical form of a two-fermion wave function
according to reference 7.

function (6) becomes identical with (4). In the same
paper Bloch and Messiah show that the ground state
of HB theory can always be written in form (1), again
with suitable choice of the one-body representation.
Therefore, one sees in this representation, as one did in
the BCS case, that Blatt's wave function is the pro-
jection of the HB wave function on the subspace of 2X
particles, and the two must give identical results in
the limit of large E. This equivalence between Blatt's
wave function and wave function (1) was not recog-
nized by Blatt in reference 6. To understand how this
confusion may have arisen, it is good to realize that HB
theory is not the same as BCS theory plus a simple
change of representation, even though the ground state
of HB theory may be made to look like the BCS ground
state. What is missing in HB theory is the conserva-
tion law which simplifies BCS considerably.

In spite of the equivalence just noted, it is highly
interesting to develop the complete theory with Blatt's
point of view. First, it provides an attractive alternative
to the usual HB procedure, an alternative which is
neither harder nor longer. Second, it is susceptible of
generalization to n-particle correlations. The usual
point of view, with its emphasis on quasiparticle
operators that are linear combinations of the original
field operators, is powerless there. The trial function
for the o.-particle theory should obviously be

Everything that we shall prove in Secs. 3 and 4 about
the simpler trial function (6) can be immediately
generalized to this one. The results are not simple
because, unlike (6), wave function (7) leads to an

The differences between the two theories have been especially
emphasized by Valatin in the paper cited under reference 2.
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infinite number of irreducible diagrams. But, at least,
the formalism exists.

In Sec. 2 we summarize briefiy the results of con-
ventional HB theory. In Sec. 3 we show how to calculate
expectation values of operators with Blatt's trial
function and find that the outcome is the same as that
of Sec. 2. The argument depends critically on an
assertion concerning the constancy or near-constancy
of the function F(2E) defined by Eq. (21), provided &p

is suitably normalized. This assertion is examined
critically and proved in Sec. 4. After this point, HB
theory and Blatt's theory can be considered identical.
However, they are not yet in a form suitable for
practical applications. For the latter, it is useful to
derive a set of equations analogous to the Hartree-Fock
equations, namely, the Hartree-Bogolyubov equations.
Although this belongs properly with conventional HB
theory, the derivation of these equations from the
variational point of view does not seem to exist in the
literature: %e give it in Sec. 5.

2. HARTREE-BOGOLYUBOV THEORY

Since ~%') is of the independent-particle type, all other
expectation values can be computed in terms of the two
basic ones p and K by application of Wick's theorem.
This is true in particular of (4'jc tctstcsc, ~%) which
appears in the expectation value of H, and one finds

&o=(+I&l+)=E & p +2K s s I p s pv ps/

+ 'Z--s. si'-s» ~s -*~sr (15)

Now, one seeks to determine ~%') by minimizing Ho.
It is important to realize that determining ~4) does
not mean determining the coefIicients A and 8 of linear
transformation (13).Indeed, definition (12) shows that
one could perform a unitary transformation on the
annihilation operators u; without changing (+). This
is why A and 8 themselves do not appear in (15), but
only some special combinations of them, p and a, which
are invariant under said unitary transformation.
However, because of the way they have been obtained,
p and ~ are not completely arbitrary but obey the
following matrix relations (the asterisk denotes the
complex-conjugate matrix):

Ke consider a general Hamiltonian with one-body
and two-body parts,

p —KK =p)

Pw —f(:P*=0.

(16a)

(16b)

(e [c.tc,t ~e)=~,.*=

(14a)

(14b)

(14c)

gay 2 a7 &a cy+xPap» Vapors ca cls csc~ (8).

The c's are Fermion field operators. The coe%cients T
and V have the following symmetry properties

Tap Tpa

V-pe~= Vv~-p

Uap~~= —Vp ~~= —Vap~v= Vpa~~ (11)

These antisymmetry relations mean that the exchange
term is already included together with the direct term
in the interaction.

The reader is referred to reference 2 for details of
Hartree-Bogolyubov theory. The idea is to make the
HB ground state j4) similar to an independent particle
state, in the sense that it is defined by

~, ~e) =o,
the a s being a complete set of Fermion operators
called quasiparticle operators. These a operators are
arbitrary linear combinations of the original c operators,
with the possibility of mixing creation and annihilation
operators, such as for instance

u;t=g (A;c 1+8;c ). (13)

Because of this mixing, the quasiparticles are linear
combinations of particles and holes and the state ~%')

defined by (12) does not contain a definite number of
particles. The following expectation values are therefore
all nonzero:

In addition, since j%') mixes numbers of particles, one
must make sure in the minimization that the average
number of particles stays equal to what one wants,
e.g., 2Ã, hence,

Trp= 2X. (17)

Finally, the HB problem is that of minimizing IIO

LEq. (15)j in which the parameters p and z are re-
stricted by supplementary conditions (16) and (17).

7

FIG. 2. A particu-
lar set of closed
chains arising on the
right-hand side of
Eq. (18).

3. CALCULATION OF EXPECTATION VALUES
WITH BLATT'S TRIAL FUNCTION

Since wave function (6) is not normalized, it is
necessary to calculate (C»IC»), (Cstjc tctslC~), and
(C'~(c tcptcscv~C~) in order to find the average energy.
Let each pair (nP) be included only once in the sum
of Eq. (6). The order of the two members of the pair
makes no difference since q p

———y p.
First consider

(C»lc»)=(oI(Z. S O.S*e~.)~(g,s V,s~,t~s&)~(O). (18)

This is calculated by Kick's theorem in the well-known
manner, i.e., it is the sum of all possible sets of con-
tractions. As usual, each contraction will be represented
by a line labeled by the state in question. Figure 2
shows a typical term of (18). Each term consists of a
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+12+23 +34+45 +56 @61 (20)

number of closed chains. Each chain has an even
number of lines. White vertices represent the wave
function q, black vertices stand for q*. The total
number of wave functions of either type is 2X.

To make things clearer, we show for instance how
the six-sided chain of Fig. 2 arises. In one of the A
factors Q~B Bc~BcvtcBt occurring at the right in (18), we

pick a term q12c1tc2t. Operator c2 gets contracted with
a c2 occurring in one of the X factors at the left. This
c2 is part of a term y23*c3c2. Operator c3 gets contracted
with a c3~ at the right. This c3t is itself associated with
a c4t, which contracts with a c4 at the left, which c4 is
associated with a c5, etc. , until we happen upon an
operator c6 which is associated with c1. Then, we have
a chance of closing the chain by contracting this c1
with the c1t of the original term. To find the resulting
sign, we write all operators in proper order, namely,

(+61 clc6) (+46 cBc4) (6c22 cBc2) (cP12cl c2 )
X (q 64CBtc4t) (BcBBCBtcBt). (19)

We move c1 to the immediate left of c1~, which produces
a minus sign. Then, all contractions can be made
without additional minus signs, so that the contribution
of this particular chain is

Qc 222c26c =2N. (22)

the product is over all the dhgere22t chains occurring in
the set, and so is the sum in (22).

Now consider the matrix element

numberings is (N!)2. This can happen even though
some states are repeated, either in the same chain or
in different chains. But if the set of chains possesses a
symmetry group, then the number of distinct number-
ings is decreased. There are two possible kinds of
symmetries. First, a given chain c may remain identical
to itself through a group of p, circular permutations.
This decreases the number of numberings by a factor
p, . We shall incorporate this factor in the definition of
the contribution E, of chain c to the set of contractions,
i.e. , R, is calculated as in (20) with an extra division
by p,. The other kind of symmetry is that a given
chain, say c, may occur m, times in the set. This
decreases the number of numberings by a factor m, ~,

which we shall write explicitly in the contribution of
the set. We also define n„ the order of chain c, as
being the total number of q's plus y*'s in it. Then,

(4'~ I C'~)/(N ')'= Q g. P(E,) /222, !j=8 (2N), (21)

this being the definition of the function F. In (21), the
sum is over all possible sets of closed chains such that

In other words, one goes around a chain in either
direction, writing down the wave functions and the
states in the order in which they occur, and one puts
a minus sign in front of the whole.

The next problem is that of determining how many
times a given term of (18), i.e. , a given set of chains,
occurs. If all states of the set are different, the number
of times is obviously (N!)' because each elementary
constituent such as y12c1~c2t is chosen out of a product
of E identical factors. One may, if one wants, include

only sets whose states are all different, since the product
of two identical Fermi operators is zero. However,
doing so would make calculations very complicated and
would defeat the purpose of the diagrammatic method.
It is much easier to allow states to be repeated, i.e., to
ignore the Pauli principle, since terms with repeated
states will cancel each other mutually in the end.
Naturally, adjacent states are always different. Once
repeating of states has been allowed, it becomes
necessary to re-examine a little more carefully the
frequency of occurrence of a given set in the total.

To do this, imagine that all the q's occurring in a
given set of chains have been numbered from 1 to X,
and similarly that the q*'s have been numbered from
1 to S.The number associated with each wave function
is supposed to indicate the factor from which it is
coming, among the N identical factors in (18). The
number of distinct ways to do the numbering is the
number of times the set occurs. If the set has no two
positions alike, that is, if the relationship of each wave
function to the whole is unique, then the number of

—PP1+12 +23+34 +4SP5~ ~ (25)

Call i such an open chain, e, its order, Ep ' its contri-
bution as in (25). Obviously, it occurs only once in a
set and does not have any invariance group of circular
permutations. Then,

(C~ j c 'c
) p~C)/(N!) 2+; E Fp(2N n,), (26)—

where the sum is over all possible open chains starting
in P with a 62 and ending inn with a 62*.

Finally, take (C+LC tcptcBC~~C»). This will contain
two open chains, but there are three possible ways of
forming them. It may be two even chains like that of
Fig. 3, namely, (y. n)(5 .P) or (8. n)(7 P), the

FIG. 3. An open chain such as this arises, together with a set of
closed chains, in each term of the right-hand side of Kq. (23}.

Again, this is calculated as the sum of all possible sets
of contractions, but now each set contains one open
chain having n and P as end states. For instance, the
combination of operators

(6cba cac6) (Bc64 c4cB) (Bc12 c2cl)ca cP(PP1cP ci )
X (Bc22c2tcBt) (q 46C4tcBt), (24)

when contracted, gives rise to the chain of Fig. 3,
whose contribution is
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Fro. 4. Two odd open chains, together with a set of closed
chains, form one of three possibilities for a term in the expansion
of a two-body matrix element.

together with the proof of the main point. Now we
prove Eqs. (16).

Consider the quantity (p2))3 =+2, pp~ p~, each p
being represented by a sum of even chains as in (32a).
By thus putting two even chains end to end, one
obtains a single even chain, also starting with q and
ending with q*. However, a particular single chain
Rp ' can be obtained in —,'e;—1 ways, because there are
that many ways to cut it into two even chains. Hence,
one can write

(~')3-= Z—'(2&' 1—)R(-', (35a)
second possibility being the exchange term. But it may
also be two odd chains as in Fig. 4. The chains of
Fig. 4 come from the combinations of operators

in which the minus sign arises from the sign included in
our definition of E. Similarly, putting two odd chains
end to end also gives an even chain, but this time the
number of ways to cut chain i is ~e;, i.e.,

((C4a CaC4) (((223 C3C2) (Ikp(31 C1C())Ca C)3

X(q 12C1 C2 )(q 34C3 C4 ), (27)
(((((*)().= —P, -,'33,Rp. '.and

(((233 C3C3)C3C2 (P43C3 C3 ) (F3~C3 C~ ),

respectively. Their contracted contributions are

(35b)

Subtracting (35b) from (35a) gives (16a). Equation(28

(16b) is proved by similar considerations les.ding to

—+Pi gi~+23 +34+4~, (29) (P(i)p.= —P; —,'(43,—1)Kp. = (RP*)p.. (36)
and

—p~sg56 pb~ (30)

We shall call Eq~' the contribution of an odd chain i
starting and ending with a q, such as (30). For a chain
starting and ending with y*, the contribution is the
complex conjugate. One sees that

(IN I c tc(itc3C„IcN)/(N!)'=g;; R, 'R3(42F(2N 23;—n;)—
—Q"R3 'R P2F(2N 23; I,)——

+Q;; Kp '*K,„2F(2N 23, n;). (3—1)—
The sums in the last term are both over all odd chains
starting and ending with a y.

Now we are coming to the main point in the argu-
ment, which is that the normalization of q can be
chosen in such a way that F(2N) is approximately
independent of 1V for large X. If this is true, and
provided all series converge, all the F's in Eqs. (21),
(26), and (31) can be considered equal. Calling

It is also desirable to show that Eqs. (16) and (17)
are the only supplementary conditions. In other words,
given any p and ~ satisfying these equations, it should
be possible to find a quantity p which, when treated
by the methods of this section, reproduces the given p
and a. This will be shown in the next section.

4. PROOF OF THE MAIN POINT

One possible proof of the main point runs as follows.
Instead of expression (21) for F (2N), one can write

P(2R) = (2») k l)f s 'x 'ds Q n. [(s"'R )"/ks, !j. (32)

The integral is on a contour enclosing the origin. The
sum now includes all possible sets of closed chains
without restriction (22). Equation (37) can also be
written

P(2a=gi RPa»

((pa= Q» Kpa»

(32») ( }=P(223k») 'fk'x 'd e p(g. ss" xR,).
(32b)

one sees that the expectation values of one- and two-
body operators are given by

(cN I c.'c)d I ~'N)/(@N I
c N) PP. , (33)

(eN I C.'cp'c3c, I @N)/(@N!@'N)

=Pya PRP P3a PyP+&8a &32' (34)

This is formally identical to what one gets in HB theory.
The expression for the average energy is identical to
(15). There remains only to show that the supple-
mentary conditions obeyed by p and a are also the
same as in HB theory, namely, Eqs. (16) and (17).
The proof of Eq. (17) will be given in the next section,

=(2 k) 'f» 'de exp(r, .s"*R.—2RI»s), (33)

in which the sum runs over all diGerent closed chains.
For a slightly different number of particles we shall
write the integral as

F(2N —I)
= (2 k)

'
I)f s" 'dh exp(X, s"*R,—2!Isles). (39)

This is evaluated by steepest descent. The saddle point
so is found by setting the derivative of the exponent
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equal to zero,

Q. pp.sp"~'R.—2iV/sp ——0.
which is just Eq. (38), and

P(229)=(2 z) 'f z '" 'dzP(z) (47)

The factor s" ' is considered slowly varying compared
to the exponential and is just evaluated at the saddle
point. In order to make the result independent of n,
vre manage to make so=1, i.e., vre choose the normal-
ization of y in a way to satisfy the condition

Q, pp+, =2M. (41)

Equation (41) is the same as supplementary condition
(17).To see this, consider all possible open even chains
beginning and ending with the same state, i.e., those
that enter in Trp. By joining the ends of such a chain,
one obtains a closed even chain. But a given closed
chain c can be obtained in e, different ways, because
there are e, places where one can break it open. Hence,

P.g;R '=g, pp,R,. (42)

On second thought, this might appear not quite right,
since we have included in the deinition of R, the factor
1/p„p, being the number of circular permutations
that leave the chain invariant. But (42) is indeed
completely right, because if there is any such invariance
group for chain c, the correct number of vrays that it
can be broken to give a different open chain is not e„
but I,/p, .

As long as E is large and n is small, there seems to be
little to object to in the argument at the beginning of
this section. The Qavr, of course, is that the summations
over i and j in Eqs. (26) and (31) may not be rapidly
convergent, so that values of F for numbers radically
different from 2E vrill be needed. In fact, the BCS
case considered a little later provides such an example
of nonconvergence. There are in many-body theory
many other instances of handling a nonconvergent
series as though it were convergent. In the present
case, however, it is possible to give a much improved
derivation. We do it along the lines of Bayman's
argument in reference 5.

Deine
I c'(z)&=2»"

I 4»&/&- (43)

One can, then, vrrite

(c()l~())=Z ""(c !c &/(&t)'
=P))( zz))(P (2i()))=exp (g 9 z"zR9)=P (s). (44)

Similarly,

(4 (z) I c.tcz
I
c (z)&=ZPd z'"(C»

I c.tcs
I ~»&/(+ ()'

=F(s)Rz.(s), (45)
where

Rt) (s)=P;z"dRp '. (46)

To go back to matrix elements with ICN), one uses the
contour integration again, for instance

(2=) zg'z —'"d-('9z( )~ zc.'cz(9(z)). (44)

A similar expression holds for the expectation value of
c tc()tcpc~. The two integrations in (49) are done by
steepest descent, but Rt) (s) is considered slowly varying
compared to F(s), so that the saddle point sp is the
same for both integrals and expression (49) is just
Rs (sp). The latter is the same as p(), Eq. (32a), except
for a change in the normalization of y by a factor so.
Alternatively, one may choose the normalization of y
so that sp=1, i.e., so as to satisfy Eq. (41), and then
Rp. (sp) equals pp. .

Now, let us look at this argument in more detail.
First, note that whereas in Sec. 3 all summations and
multiple products contained a Gnite number of terms
the sum over all closed chains in Eqs. (38) or (44), as
well as the sum over open chains in Eq. (46), are
ininite series. This is because, once the restriction to
2E particles has been removed, the total number of
different chains (closed or open) is ininite in view of
the fact that repetition of states is allowed. These
series are presumably convergent if

I
z

I
is small enough.

The contour of integration should originally be chosen
inside the circles of convergence and the extension to
higher lsl should be done by analytic continuation.
The original divergence trouble has novr been trans-
ferred to the question of whether and how the analytic
continuation can be performed all the way to the
saddle point.

Actually, the analytic continuation goes through
without much difIj.culty. Define the quantity

(50)

which can be considered as a Hermitian matrix. Since
the sum in Eq. (46) involves all possible even chains
built up of all possible intermediate states, allowing
repetition, we have evidently (in matrix form)

R(') ="x—"x'+"x'—' ="~(1+"x) '

Continuing to the saddle point 2'= so= 1, vre get

p=x(1+x) ', (52a)

a closed expression for p in terms of q. This and similar
results of this section are the same as those obtained
by Blatt' using his algebraic method. Once p has been
obtained in closed form, 24 follows, since it is obvious

Then, the expectation value of c ~ct., is given by

(~ I -"pl~ &/(c IC &

z '" 'dzP(s)R (z) fz 'N 'dzP(z) (49)
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lc»=&~ I~~)/'&' (56)

i.e., abandoning conservation of the number of particles
altogether. Of course, this is the way the BCS and HB
theories are usually presented. In that case, one sees

by setting z=1 in Eqs. (44) and (45) that the expec-
tation value of c ~cp is rigorously equal to pp . The
trouble has been transferred to the wave function itself.
One must introduce a supplementary condition speci-
fying that, at least, the expectation value of the number
of particles is correct, i.e. , Eq. (17). One must also
make sure that the spread in particle numbers in ~C),
for instance the standard deviation, is small enough to
make the conclusions of the calculation applicable to a
system with a de6nite number of particles. It is the
virtue of the approach through Bayrnan's or Blatt's
trial functions that it enables one to deal most of the
way with a system having a de6nite number of particles,
and that the appearance of nonconservation of numbers
is only the result of mathematical approximations. In
the usual approach, the introduction of anomalous
contractions such as (14b) and (14c) may leave one a
little uneasy, because such matrix elements would be
zero if the number of particles were conserved. In the
present approach, on the other hand, ~p arises very
naturally and on an equal footing with pp, the first
representing the contribution of odd chains, the second
that of even chains. '

We are now in a position to show that Eqs. (16) and
(17) are the only supplementary conditions (see end
of Sec. 3). Start with p and z satisfying these equations,

9 We thank H. J. Lipkin for this last remark.

from their definitions as sums of odd and even chains,
respectively, that ~ is related to p by

~=(/-1)v= v (/*—1)

= —(1+X) 'v= —
2 (1+x*) ' (52b)

In order to put F(z) in closed form, note that
according to Eq. (44) one can write

zdklW(z)l/dz=Z, z" ~,R.
=P.P; z"~R,'= TrR(z). (54)

The transition from the 6rst to the second line involves
the same argument that led to Eq. (42). This differential
equation for F(z) is easily integrated. Noting that
F(0)=1, one obtains

F (z) = expL-,' Tr ln(1+z'x) j. (55)

The assumption made earlier that Rp (z) varies slowly
compared to F(z) is reasonable since F(z) involves a
trace. Moreover, one could in principle calculate
corrections to the saddle point approximation, since
one possesses exact expressions for the expectation
values, such as Eq. (49).

There is a radically different approach which consists
in picking for a ground-state trial function

but assume that p does not have any eigenvalue equal
to unity. Such an eigenvalue corresponds to a fully-
occupied single-particle state. If there are any such
states, for instance if there is a 611ed Fermi sphere
underlying trial function (6), they should be treated
separately. Then Eqs. (53) can be solved to give two
expressions for q in terms of p and x,

q = (p —1)-'~=a(p*—1)-'. (57)

x= —/(/ —1) '. (59)

Substituting this in Eq. (52a) gives an identity;
substituting in (52b) gives back (53), which was our
starting point, q.e.d.

Before ending this section, we consider briefly the
simpli6cations arising in the BCS case. Then, a repre-
sentation is picked a priori, in terms of which the trial
function has the simple form (4), i.e. the only non-
vanishing components of the pair wave function are of
the form

(60)

In the following, pk is assumed real. In Sec. 3, the only
chains giving nonvanishing contributions would have
successive states alternating between the two members
of a (kk) pair. For instance, p defined by Eq. (32a)
would be diagonal and given by

Pk=pkk= —
q kkq kk

—
q kkqkkqkkq kk

—. .
= P/P @2+%2 (61)

The possibility of divergence, unless the function R(z)
is introduced, is evident. Equation (50) defines a
diagonal matrix x, with

Xk=xkk=xkk= Pk,

and Eqs. (52) give

p2=p22=p22 22/2(1+q/2) ', —— (63a)

~X2= /:2/ = gii(1+ P2 )— (63b)

Other matrix elements of sc vanish. One can de6ne

Q (1+p 2)—i/2 8 p (1+p„2)
—i/2 (Q 2+$„2 1) (64)

in terms of which one can write

Pk= ~k p Kkk +k&kp (65)

and one is led back to the standard BCS formalism.
The condition 6xing the normalization of y is

&2 q2'(1+q~2') '=&222=&

That these two expressions are the same follows from
condition (16b). We proceed to use this &p to construct
a p and a // according to Eqs. (52) and show that they
are the same as the original ones. First, calculate x,

x= —vs*= —( —1) '«*( —1) ' (5g)

Using supplementary condition (16a), one can write
this as
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Ho'=Ho —) Trp. (67)

Two approaches are possible. The first approach takes
q as the independent variable with respect to which the
minimization is done. In the second approach, p and ~

are the variables, but there are additional supple-
mentary conditions (16). The first approach is the one
adopted by Blatt. ' He derives for y the following
equation )his Eq. (5—14)]

Zv(2'-2 —&t'-~+I'-~) V pv
—2~-p

+2+~2 6~2*q ~q p2=0. (68)

This equation is highly nonlinear. Matrices F and ~
are the same ones which we define later in Eqs. (89)
and are themselves functions of q. At hrst sight, there
does not seem to be any simple systematic method for
solving such an equation; none is provided by Blatt.
The second approach, on the other hand, is the one
that leads to the HB equations, which are a general-
ization of the Hartree-Fock equations and whose
solution, without being easy, is more familiar: We
proceed with it.

Bogolyubov' has shown that it is convenient to
introduce matrices in which each index takes twice as
many values as there are states in the original formu-
lation. In particular, define

S. HARTREE-BOGOLYUBOV EQUATIONS

In the preceding, the question of 6nding the ground
state of a system of 2Ã interacting Fermions has been
set up as a variational problem. Kith either Blatt's
or HB's trial function, it was found that the expectation
value of the energy is given by Eq. (15).At this point,
it would be possible to start substituting trial values of
p and ~, provided they satisfy the supplementary
conditions, and see which gives the lowest IIO. However,
suppose one wants to continue with the formal ana-
lytical solution of the problem as long as it is practi-
cable. Then one introduces a I agrange multiplier X to
take care of condition (17), i.e., one tries to minimize

which says that all eigenvalues of St are 0 or 1; then
(72) shows that the number of each kind is the same.
In a similar notation, define a matrix 'U by

UaPy5 ~ aP'y5y
1111 TT

1212 V
1221 P'

ping
= V Yga'p)

2222 Ti'

(75)
2112 P'

Submatrices corresponding to the ten other possible
combinations of superscripts are all taken to vanish.
Let the complete matrix be called 'U, b,q, each Roman
subscript assuming twice as many values as a Greek
subscript. It has properties of Hermiticity and anti-
symmetry similar to (10) and (11).Define further

with

0

—X*+X——,
' U*)

Ua„= U,a*=gp Ucp, p

(76)

(77)

il ac Ysc+2Zbd Uabcd@db. (81)

Then, it will be found that IIO' can be written as

II0 2+ac Yac@ca+sZabcd Uabcd@ea@db

+2K-(T-—&)+2K-p U-p-p. (78)

The new notation, besides simplifying the argument
that follows, makes the HB problem formally similar
to the Hartree-Fock one.

The problem is to minimize (78), the variable 8,
being restricted by supplementary conditions (71), (72),
and (74). Condition (74) is taken care of with a La-
grange multiplier, i.e., one adds to IIO'

——2'+ac P (@csePab cbstba). (79)

When (R is varied by a small amount 8R, the first-order
change in the variational expression is

2Zsc(~ae Psc+Pb Pab@be+Pb 6tsbiibc)~@cay (80)

with the definition

6t= (

iP —K

EK* 1—P*l
(69)

Since (R is still restricted by Eqs. (71) and (72), ex-
pression (80) must vanish for any 8$, satisfying

(82)
which can also be written f8$f= —8(R*. (83)

+ap &ap y
6I Op

= &a/ ppa.21 4 22

This matrix is seen to have the properties

R~= (R,

f(Rf= 1—(R*,

f being defined by

f 11 f 22 —0 f 12—f 21—$

Expressed in terms of (R, relations (16) become

(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)

(74)

Equation (82) says that 8$, must be Hermitian. But
Hermitian matrices form a complete set, in the sense
that an arbitrary matrix can be written as a linear
combination of Hermitian matrices. Hence, if (80)
vanishes for any Hermitian 8R, it will also vanish for
arbitrary 6(R. In a similar fashion, matrices satisfying
(83) also form a complete set. Therefore, one can
conclude that the parenthesis itself must vanish in
(80) and that no Lagrange multipliers are necessary
for supplementary conditions (71) and (72). The
equation determining N, is then

'N —ii+P(R+ (RP =0, (84)
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from which p must be eliminated through use of
condition (74). This is done by writing the vanishing
of the commutator,

fR, VP P+—P(R+Gtpj=0

which, upon use of (74), becomes simply

Pe.,W 1=0.

(85)

(86)

~T—X+1'

—r++x —r+j (88)

where the Hartree potential F is given by

1 »=Zap& l ap»& p&p ~»a

and the pairing potential 6 is given by

~aP gMy& ~aPV& &&y ~Pa1M

For the eigenvector of V7, use the notation

(e;).'=A. ;, (e,) '=B;.
The HB equations are

EiAai Z»(2 a» ~~a»+1 a»)A»i++ p +apBpiq

E,B,=Q»(T „*—X8»+F»*)B„—
+K p ~-p*A p'.

(89a)

(89b)

(90)

(91)

In conclusion, (R must be constructed in such a way
as to commute with %. To achieve this, one Ands a
representation diagonalizing %' and one picks
diagonal in the same representation. This would be
easy if %' was not itself a function of R. Since it is,
the (R that comes out of the diagonalization process
must be the same as the S used to calculate Vv" in the
erst place. This self-consistency requirement makes all
the difhculty of the problem. In general, the only way
to arrive at an exact solution, short of minimizing Bo
with all possible Ss, is to repeat indefinitely the
diagonalization procedure, 'N being recalculated at
each step with N. found in previous steps, and to hope
that the sequence converges. As for the supplementary
conditions on (R, they can all be satisfied. First, Vv"

and 5t are Hermitian together. Second, if (R satisfies
(72), then% satisfies

(87)

It follows that, if %' has eigenvector 8; for eigenvalue
E;, it also has eigenvector fQ, ,* for eigenvalue E,. —
The new 8, is given eigenvalue 1 for one of these
eigenvectors and 0 for the other, which makes it obey
(72) again.

The eigenvalue equations for VP are the HB equa-
tions. We want to write them now in the original
notation with the Greek subscripts. One finds

As mentioned earlier, solutions occur in pairs, 8; and

fO'„*.We label with the index i only one of the members
of the pair, so that z takes on as many values as there
are states labeled by Greek indices. The orthonormality
condition for the eigenvectors becomes

Za(Aai Aaj+Bai Baj) ~ijy

Q (A;B;+B g;)=0,
and the completeness relations are

2'(A-& p'*+B-*Bp')=~-p

Q, (A;Bp,*+B;*Ap;) =0.

(92)

(93)

If one constructs S in the manner outlined earlier,
giving it eigenvalue 0 for each 8; eigenvector of %
and eigenvalue 1 for each f8,* eigenvector, one gets

P-.=2' B-*B»',

ii p=Q;A;Bp, *.
(94a)

(94b)

To see that a is antisymmetric and to check conditions
(16), it is necessary to use the completeness relations.
Since I' and 6 depend on p and ~, the HB equations
are nonlinear.

In the development we have given, the eigenvalue
E; does not seem to have any particular signi6cance.
This is because we have concentrated exclusively on
the ground state, both with Blatt's point of view and
the HB point of view. In other formulations of HB
theory, ' in which more attention is paid to excited
states, E, is seen to be the energy of an elementary
excitation or quasiparticle. For this reason, a solution
cannot be stable unless all E s are positive. One can
also show that A; and 8; that solve the HB equations
are precisely the coefficients to be used in Eq. (13)
defining the quasiparticle operators.

The HB equations are useful even in a variational
approach in which no attempt is made to solve the HB
problem exactly. The question then is to pick trial
matrices p and ~ satisfying supplementary conditions
(16). This can be achieved by picking arbitrary po-
tentials F and 6 and solving the HB equations as linear
equations. Out of the solutions, one builds p and ~ by
Eqs. (94) and they satisfy the supplementary conditions
automatically.
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